Renown Pictures Ltd are proud to announce

The Second Renown Festival of Film 2016

Sunday 24th January 2016, 9.00am till 5.30pm
Watersmeet Theatre, High Street, Rickmansworth, WD3 1EH

Closest train station: Rickmansworth on the Metropolitan line. Free parking.

Tickets are £10 for non-club members and £9 for all club members.

PROGRAMME OF EVENTS

9.00am Doors Open
9.30am - 10.35am SCREENING Mrs Pym Of Scotland Yard (1940) Crime, Mystery Stars: Mary Clare, Edward Lexy, Nigel Patrick, Irene Handl, Anthony Ireland. An eccentric woman detective investigates the murders of several people who visited the same medium. (65 mins)
10.35am - 11.00am Break
11.00am Paul Goodhead - Film Archivist, discussing his dear friend, the late Anthony Newley with exclusive unseen footage.
11.15am - 11.45am Break
11.45am The Fabulous Lola Lamour will sing us some nostalgic tunes followed by The Show being officially opened by Brian Murphy who will be joined on stage by Vera Day, Christopher Beeny and Interviewed by Comedy Historian Robert Ross - followed by an open mic session for anyone who would like to tell an anecdote from their time in the industry.
12.45pm - 1.30pm Break
1.30pm Dr. Robert Kenny - Author of “The Man Who Was Old Mother Riley” discussing the life of Arthur Lucan followed by a Q&A session and Book Signing. (Please note signed copies will be available from Robert’s stand after this session)
2.00pm - 2.15pm Break
2.15pm SCREENING Born Of The Sea Starring: Dorothea Paul, Betty Williams, Georgie Carey. (40mins) Directed by: Anthony Mavrogordato Year: 1949 The tragic story of a young Cornish boy who grows up to become a member of his local lifeboat crew, and gives his life to save others. This heartfelt tribute to Britain’s lifeboat crews was filmed in the village of Coverack with a cast comprised entirely of local people.
2.50pm - 3.15pm Break
3.15pm Derek Fowlds - Of Basil Brush and Heartbeat, also Hammer fame discusses his life in film. Interviewed By Dexter O’ Neil, Derek will be available on his stand following the session with signed copies of his book “A Part Worth Playing”.
3.45pm - 4.00pm Break
4.00pm Derek Threadgall Discusses Going To The Cinema in the 30’s, 40’s and 50’s.
4.15pm - 5.25pm Hammer The Toff
5.30pm Festival Closes

Dear Club Members

A very happy new year to you all, let’s hope 2016 brings us even more lost film treasures! Looking forward to seeing some of you at the Renown Festival of Film in just a few weeks [Sunday 24th January] tickets are now sold out, however if you were thinking of coming along please call us as we have held some back for club members on the day. Doors open at 9am and the first film is at 9.30am. Programme of events is on the reverse of this newsletter. All times are subject to change and guests are subject to personal wellbeing on the day.

It’s our January Sale any 4 from the list for £20 as many times as you like! So a chance to stock up your collections, we will be back in touch in February with The Release of Burkes Law, a new triple bill from Renown and the launch of Talking Pictures TV on another platform, exciting times until then...

Best wishes Noel, Sarah and Neill

FILM CLUB NEWSLETTER
JANUARY 2016

ORDER FORM

Free Postage on all UK Orders

£        :         p

FREEPHONE0808 178 8212
BUY ANY 4 DVDS FROM THIS LIST FOR ONLY £20 INCLUDING FREE DELIVERY! YOU CAN SELECT AS MANY TITLES AS YOU LIKE. MIN ORDER 4.

PLEASE TICK THE TITLES YOU WISH TO ORDER USING THE BOXES PROVIDED AND RETURN THE WHOLE NEWSLETTER TO US.

**0808 178 8212 or 01923 290555**

- ASSIGNMENT REDHEAD
  - 1956, Drama, Richard Denning, Carole Mathews, Ronald Adam

- BALLOON GOES UP / UP WITH THE LARK
  - 1942/1943, Drama

- BEYOND THE CURTAIN
  - 1960, Drama, Richard Greene, Eva Bartok

- BLACK RIDER / GLAD TIDINGS
  - 1933/1936/1949, Crime

- BROKEN MELODY
  - 1934/1936, Drama

- BROKEN BLOSSOMS
  - 1934, Drama, Emlyn Williams, Dolly Haas, Arthur Margeson

- BROKEN HORSESHOE
  - 1953, Drama, Robert Beatty, Elizabeth Sellars, Peter Coke

- BROKEN MELODY
  - 1934, Drama, John Garrick, Margot Grahame, Merle Oberon

- CALLING PAUL TEMPLE
  - 1948, Drama, John Bentley, Dinah Sheridan, Alan Wheatley

- CAT AND MOUSE
  - 1958, Drama, Lee Patterson, Ann Sears, Victor Maddern

- COTTON QUEEN
  - 1937, Comedy, Will Fyffe, Stanley Holloway, Mary Lawson

- CHALLENGE
  - 1960, Drama, Jayne Mansfield, Anthony Quayle, Carl Möhner

- COMMAND PERFORMANCE
  - 1937, Drama, Arthur Tracy, Lilly Palmer, Finlay Currie

- CUCKOO PATROL
  - 1967, Music, Freddie Garrity, Kenneth Connor

- DESERT MICE
  - 1959, Comedy, Alfred Marks, Dora Bryan, Sid James

- DOUBLE CONFESSION
  - 1950, Drama, Derek Farr, Joan Hopkins, Peter Lorre

- DUSTY ERME
  - 1936, Drama, Anthony Bushell, Margaret Rutherford

- EMERGENCY / LANDSLIDE
  - 1962/1937, Drama

- FLANNELFOOT
  - 1962/1937, Drama

- GREEN OF WILLIAM HART
  - 1950, Crime, Tod Slaughter, Henry Oscar, Aubrey Woods

- GENTLE TRAP / HANGMAN WAITS
  - 1947/1960, Drama

- GHOST CAMERA / JUGGERNAUT
  - 1933/1936/1949, Crime

- GUILTY
  - 1956, Crime, Lucien Caillamand, Noël Darzal

- GILDED CAGE
  - 1955, Cinema, Alex Nicol, Veronica Hurst, Clifford Evans

- HER FAVOURITE HUSBAND
  - 1950, Comedy, Jean Kent, Robert Beatty

- HINDLE WAKES
  - 1952, Drama, Leslie Dwyer, Lisa Daniely, Sandra Dorne

- IT'S IN THE BAG/ MISS MCTAGGART
  - 1943/66, Comedy

- I'LL TURN TO YOU
  - 1946, Drama, Terry Randall, Don Stannard, Irene Handl

- I'LL WALK BesIDE YOU
  - 1943, Drama, Richard Bird, Lesley Brook, Irene Handl

- I LIVED WITH YOU
  - 1933, Drama, Ivor Novello, Ursula Jeans, Ida Lupino

- IT'S A GREAT DAY / THE GIRL WHO COULDN'T QUOITE
  - 1947/1950, Comedy

- IT'S IN THE BAG/ MISS MCTAGGART
  - 1943/66, Comedy

- JUGGERNAUT
  - 1936, Drama, Anthony Bushell, Margaret Rutherford

- KILL ME TOMORROW
  - 1959, Crime, Pat O'Brien, Lois Maxwell, Tommy Steele

- KISS THE BRIDE GOODBYE
  - 1944, Crime, Patricia Medina, Jimmy Hanley

- LIFE IN DANGER / COVER GIRL KILLER
  - 1959/1959, Drama

- MEET MR CALLAGHAN
  - 1954, Drama, Derrick de Marney, Harriette Johns

- NAKED FURY/ MARK OF PHOENIX
  - 1959/1957, Crime

- NIGHT CALLER IN COLOUR
  - 1965, Horror, John Saxon, Maurice Denham

- NIGHT WE DROPPED A CLANGER
  - 1959, Comedy, Brian Rix, Ceci Parker, Leslie Phillips

- NOOSE
  - 1948, Drama, Carole Landis, Derek Farr, Joseph Calleia

- ONCE A SINNER
  - 1950, Drama, Pat Kirkwood, Jack Watling, Thora Hird

- THE OTHER LOVE
  - 1947, Drama, Barbara Stanwyck, David Niven, Richard Conte

- PICKWICK PAPERS COLOUR
  - 1954, Comedy, James Hayter, Nigel Patrick, Hermione Gingold

- PICCADILLY THIRD STOP
  - 1965, Comedy, Frederick Gilmore, oranges, Jimmie Robinson

- PICCADILLI THIRD STOP
  - 1960, Drama, Terence Morgan, John Crawford, William Hartnell

- ROGUES YARN / STEEL KEY
  - 1956/1953, Crime

- Send for Paul Temple
  - 1946, Drama, Anthony Hulme, Joy Shelton, Tamara Desni

- STORMY CROSSING
  - 1958, Drama, John Ireland, Derek Bond, Joy Webster

- SOHO CONSPIRACY
  - 1950, Music, Zena Marshall, Jacques Labrecque, Peter Garthorne

- SONS OF THE SEA
  - 1959, War, Leslie Banks, Kay Walsh, Mackenzie Ward

- STARS LOOK DOWN
  - 1939, War, Leslie Banks, Kay Walsh, Mackenzie Ward

- SUBWAY IN THE SKY
  - 1959, Drama, Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff

- SUBWAY IN THE SKY
  - 1959, Drama, Van Johnson, Hildegarde Neff

- TINKER
c  - 1949, Drama, Derek Smith

- TOO YOUNG TO LOVE
  - 1960, Drama, Pauline Hahn, Austin Willis, Joan Miller

- THE TIGER AND THE FLAME
  - 1956, Drama, Metab, Sohrah Modi, Mubarak

- UNDER YOUR HAT
  - 1940, Comedy, Jack Hulbert, Cicely Courtneidge, Austin Trevor

- YOU PAY YOUR MONEY / FREEDOM TO DIE
  - 1957/1961, Crime

- THE BIG VALLEY 5 FEATURE FILMS
  - 1965, Drama, Richard Long, Peter Breck, Lee Majors

- FORT ALGERS
  - 1953, Drama, Raymond Burr, Yvonne De Carlo, Carlos Thompson

- SWORD OF MONTE CRISTO
  - 1951, Drama, George Montgomery, Rita Corday, Berry Kroeger

- JOSHUA
  - 1976, Western, Fred Williamson, Cal Bartlett, Brenda Venus

- GAMBIT
  - 1966, Comedy, Shirley MacLaine, Michael Caine

- NO SURRENDER
  - 1985, Comedy, Michael Angelis, Avis Bunnage, James Ellis

- GREGORY'S GIRL
  - 1981, Comedy, John Gordon Sinclair, Dee Hepburn

- STRANGE WORLD OF PLANET X
  - 1958, Sci-Fi, Forrest Tucker, Gaby André, Martin Benson